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Chinese (Mandarin) can be very difficult to learn for English speakers. It can be really
difficult if you're not that interested in t learning the language. With basketball being
a game loved all around the world, we have decided to make learning Chinese fun
through the game of basketball ( 球 lán qiú). Therefore, in this simple translation book
we have a list compiled of over 100 easy-to-read, and fun basketball terms that will
allow you to expand your vocabulary and give you the tools to improve your grasp of
the wonderful Chinese (Mandarin) tongue.

A valuable tool for dealing with anxiety...An excellent self-help resource.-- "Publishers
Weekly"Davidson successfully combines a self-help approach with his clinical
experience.-- "Library Journal"Easy to read and filled with solutions ranging from
spirituality to meditation to a healthy diet.-- "Dallas Morning News" --This text refers
to the audioCD edition.About the AuthorJonathan R. Davidson, MD, is a professor of
psychiatry and the director of the Anxiety and Traumatic Stress Program at Duke
University Medical Center. He has received awards from the American Psychiatric
Association, the American Psychopathological Association, and the American Medical
Association for his contributions to psychiatry, as well as a National Institutes of
Health grant for a groundbreaking study of herbs.Henry Dreher is a veteran science
writer who has coauthored numerous articles and books.Dan Woren is an American
voice actor and Earphones Award-winning narrator. He has worked extensively in
animation, video games, and feature films. He is best known for his many roles in anime
productions such as Bleach and as the voice of Sub-Zero in the video game Mortal
Kombat.Claire Bloom, CBE, is an English film and stage actress, known for leading roles
in plays such as Streetcar Named Desire, A Doll's House, and Long Day's Journey into
Night, along with nearly sixty films and countless television roles, during a career
spanning over six decades. She was appointed Commander of the Order of the British
Empire in the 2013 Queen's birthday honors for services to drama.--This text refers to
the audioCD edition.From Publishers WeeklyDavidson (Herbs for the Mind), director of
the Anxiety and Traumatic Stress Program at Duke University Medical Center, with the
assistance of science writer Dreher, has produced a valuable tool for dealing with
anxiety, a condition that strikes 20 million Americans and may seriously impair their
daily functioning. The authors divide chronic anxiety into five major categories:
generalized anxiety, social phobia, posttraumatic stress, panic, and obsessive
compulsive disorders. Informed coverage of each category is provided, including
symptoms, manifestations and self-assessment tests that help readers identify which



type of anxiety is troubling them. Davidson has treated anxiety disorders for decades
and draws on patient histories and research to offer treatment options. For example, if
someone is unduly frightened of public speaking, he suggests exposure therapy, such as
deliberately agreeing to do a presentation at work. Other strategies include developing
serenity skills by meditation or progressive muscle relaxation, pursuing a healthy diet
and exercise program and taking medications. There is a comprehensive section on the
use of herbal remedies. Davidson sets a positive and compassionate tone throughout
the text and is convinced, based on clinical evidence, that it is possible to subdue
unhealthy anxiety and become an emotionally stronger person after engaging in one or
more treatment programs. This is an excellent self-help resource.Copyright 2003 Reed
Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read
more
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Basketball 球 (lán qiú) Shots 投 ( Tóulán)Slam Dunk ：(⼒)灌 (qián lì) guàn lánBank
Shot ：擦板球 cā bǎn qiúDouble Pump ：拉杆式投 lā gǎn shì tóu lánFade-Away Shot：后
仰式跳投 hòu yǎng shì tiào tóuHook Shot ：射投 gōu shè tóu lánJump Shot ：跳投 tiào
tóuLayup ：球上 dài qiú shàng lánPerimeter Shot ：中距投 zhōng jù lí tóu lánSet Shot
：立定投 lì dìng tóu lánThree-Point Shot ：三分球 sān fèn qiúStats (Tǒngjì
shùyǔ)Assist ：助功 zhù gōngBlock Shot ：帽，阻攻 gài mào，zǔ gōngDefensive
Rebound ：防守板球 fáng shǒu lán bǎn qiúField Goal Percentage ：投球命中率 tóu qiú
mìng zhōng lǜ
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The book by Deontae Henderson has a rating of 5 out of 4.1. 20 people have provided
feedback.
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